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1 Introduction

The deep transformations associated with the current phase of globalization have prompted scholars to search for new conceptual, theoretical and methodological approaches to making sense of contemporary socio-spatial (re)configurations. Several authors have emphasised increased mobility as the epitomisation of present times (e.g. Maurer 2000). Although the recently proclaimed «new mobilities paradigm» (Sheller & Urry 2006; Urry 2007) constitutes perhaps the most eloquent instance of this phenomenon, several influential approaches in contemporary social theory are built on more or less explicit assumptions about increasing numbers and varieties of mobility and their role in shaping society. This is true, in particular, for Actor-Network Theory (e.g. Latour 2005), theories of cosmopolitanisation (e.g. Beck 2005), assemblage theory (e.g. Collier & Ong 2005) or anthropological theories of globalization (e.g. Appadurai 2006).

Spaces of mobility, in this article, are not seen as frictionless routes through which different flows freely circulate. Rather, they are constituted by a diversity of speeds, obstacles, moorings, power relations and regulations. Understanding globalization geographically, therefore, means developing analytical tools which allow greater understanding and inclusion of the diversity of spaces that shape and are shaped by contemporary societies. Drawing on recent work in this area at the Institute of Geography in Neuchâtel (Söderström & Crot 2010), we first propose an analytical framework for the study of the mutual constitution of mobility and society. This is followed by a discussion of three of our research foci related to the study of globalization and how they address the different dimensions identified by this framework.

2 An analysis of mobility

The proposal put forward in this section rests on the understanding that the concomitant transmigration of people, objects, ideas, knowledge, practices and capital across multiple borders and spatial scales (local, national and international) continuously reshapes the relationship between social interactions and their regulation. This process of transformation is referred to here as the «mobile constitution of society». The key question, therefore, is how various forms and configurations of mobilities influence such transformations.

To investigate the mobile constitution of society, analytical categories are needed that allow exploration of the relationship between mobility and society. A conceptual framework is presented here that addresses both components of the equation by examining (A) the specific aspects constitutive of various mobilities, and (B) the components of society potentially shaped by these mobilities (Fig. 1).

The definition of (A) aspects constitutive of various types of mobilities follows arguments forwarded by Creswell (2010). Creswell sees mobility as defined by two sets of factors – mobility as movement defined by its route, velocity, rhythm and spatial scale, and mobility as social construct defined by its meanings, regulations, experiences and competences. The first set recognises that the most distinctive feature of mobility is movement. It acknowledges that movement is not static but has changing properties. Thus, while different types of mobilities are all made of movement, all movements are not identical. To categorise these differences, emphasis is placed first on «what is moving», and then on the description of that movement: characteristics of the route (where is this movement taking place?), velocity and rhythm (at what speed and frequency does this movement occur?) and spatial scale (at what scale is this movement happening?). The second set of factors acknowledges that mobility is more than just movement, it is socially constructed and regulated. Thus, mobility can also be characterised according to particular purposes (what is the purpose of this movement?), meanings (what meaning does it have?) and forms of regulation (what shapes and limits movements?). Further, because humans are involved, mobility can have an emic quality: mobility as experience (how is it experienced?). Kaufmann (2002) discusses a further emic quality suitable for the research purposes here, that of competences (to what types of movement does one have access?).

Consequently, identifying type of mobility should take both sets of factors into consideration. Through the description and analysis of these various facets of mobility, a deeper understanding of the extent and effects of different physical, symbolic and virtual mobilities could be achieved (e.g. how material and immaterial networks spread within and across national borders; what changes state and society should target to regulate mobilities and their consequences).
The other part of the equation discussed above focuses on the components of society potentially shaped by these mobilities (B). This recognition of the socially shaping character of mobility singles out the approach to analysis of mobility presented here over other recent studies. To identify the specific social changes initiated by these mobilities, the various components of society need to be determined first. At a first level of abstraction, society is composed of bodies, subjectivities, material forms (or materialities), and various combinations of relationships among and between them (that can, for instance, be seen as socio-technical networks). These combinations are, however, not constituted in a vacuum but forged by power relations. At a second level of abstraction, society can, therefore, be considered as an assemblage constituted by the above mentioned basic building blocks and by a series of resources and constraints acting as «rules of composition»: economic resources (and their unequal distribution), social positions (and the hierarchies between them), institutionalised rules (such as legal regulations, moral norms and cultural traditions), and organisational structures (e.g. state authorities, industry lobbies, NGOs, and so forth). Society is, therefore, not an organic totality. In fact, to do the concept justice, it would be more appropriate to talk about «the social» instead of «society».

Analysing the mobile constitution of society within this framework means systematically studying constitutive relations between elements in (A) and (B). How, to give a rather classic example, do highly qualified immigrant information and communication technology (ICT) workers with specific professional projects change social positions and institutionalised rules in a given place? As is shown below, the proposed analysis of mobility also opens up the analysis to questions related to other mobilities more rarely addressed in mobility studies, such as the mobility of ideas.

3 Space, mobility and regulation

Research in the Institute of Geography at Neuchâtel University (hereafter: IGG) looks at specific aspects of the «mobile constitution of society». Our research focuses, within the broad research agenda described above, on the relations between spaces, mobilities and regulations. In this paper, our ambition is not to provide an exhaustive overview of all the relevant research projects currently underway in Neuchâtel. Rather, we aim to bring together three core themes of our work, in view of highlighting how the IGG – anchored in its concern for an «analytics of mobility» – addresses cur-
rent issues of globalization. The three core themes are: «international migrations» (1), «urban development and the global city» (2) and «power, space and mobility in the information age» (3). Providing the basic structure of this paper, these three core themes also roughly correspond to the subdivision of the Institute into «population geography», «urban/social geography» and «political geography».

The three notions of space, mobility and regulation (such is our basic assumption), not only run through our discussed core themes, but also offer a worthwhile analytical lens through which to study and to conceptualise current issues of globalization from a mobility-viewpoint. This argument shall be further developed in the conclusive section of this paper. It is in this sense that our paper can also be taken as a point of departure towards a reflection on the conceptual and analytical tools needed for a critical geographical engagement with globalization.

4 Human migration

The first core research theme developed at the IGG in relation to globalization, mobility, regulation and space is «human migration». Due to their obvious role in shaping the repartition of populations, human migrations have interested geographers since Ratzel and Ravenstein (Boyle et al. 1998; Robinson 1996). Up to the end of the 20th century however, migration remained often associated with anomaly; a phenomenon resulting either from a demographic or an economic disequilibrium that it hopefully would contribute towards reducing, or from an external shock: war, political oppression, or natural catastrophe. In both cases, migration was supposed to stop once the society returned to its normal state. In this context, the driver of the evolution of a population was not its mobility but its propensity to generate a positive balance between birth and death.

The idea of migration as a kind of social pathology is not specific to geography. It is implicit in the work of philosophers (Arendt 1973 [1951]) and historians (Lucassen 1996), in the field of refugees studies (Malkki 1995) and in the hypotheses of the neo-classic economics of migrations (Piguet & De Coulon 2010). More generally, it illustrates quite well the sedentarist metaphysics identified by Cresswell regarding mobility (Cresswell 2006).

Starting from these premises, the way migration was seen by geographers progressively changed due to two developments: first, the massive increase in migration flows (from 60 million international migrants to 200 million between 1960 and 2000) and the symmetrical decrease of the birth/death ratio (natural balance) in most countries; second, the growing awareness of the interrelatedness of economic development, globalization and migration. Thus, migration became to be understood more as an intrinsic component of a space of flows rather than as a temporary social anomaly.

As already noted by Adam Smith in the late 18th century, the mobility of people nevertheless remains heavily influenced by the friction of distance. Growth in migration flows hence remains far behind the rise of the other flows such as goods, services and most of all information. Although it increases at a slower rate, its impact is often intensively experienced by societies confronted with the process of globalization – as the contrast between recurrent policy debate around migration flows and debates on other types of flows would seem to indicate. Hence, studying migration parallel to and in connection with other forms of mobility is often given paramount importance.

Three central questions have emerged, in particular in geography, from the new status given to migration in the shaping of spaces of globalization. They illustrate how the three notions of space, mobility and regulation mentioned above interact with the specific topic of migration and are the cornerstones of migration research at the IGG:

• the question of the spatial consequences of migration (space),
• the question of the rationale behind migration flows as well as behind individual decisions to migrate (mobility),
• the question of the regulation of migration and of the power relations associated with it (regulation).

Each of these questions has been considered – in the context of our analysis of various types of mobility (Part A of the equation) – as phenomena defined by route, velocity, rhythm and spatial scale and as social construct defined by meanings, regulations, experiences and competences.

The question of the spatial consequences of migration has been addressed regarding processes of urban segregation (Piguet 1994), urban labour market (Piguet 2000, 2009b) and the constitution of the specific spatialities of immigrant entrepreneurship (ethnic-business) (Piguet 1996). It has also been explored at the interface with another key interest of the Institute: urban change through processes of gentrification in which international migration plays a clear role (Rérat et al. 2010a, 2010b).

The question of migration flows is without doubt the most central for us (Fig. 2). Our aim is to highlight the economic, political, socio-cultural and environmental
factors that contribute to migration, and the interactions between these factors. For this reason we have contributed to research on the history of immigration in Switzerland (Piguet 2009a), the geographical distribution of asylum seekers in Europe (Efionayi-Mäder 2005), the migration of football players (Poli 2004) and sex-workers (Thiévent 2010a, b), and the migration intentions of students in West Africa. We have also recently developed a new focus on the effects of global warming on migration. These issues are studied through the use of case studies (including Bolivia, Iran, Niger and Peru), as well as from a theoretical and epistemological perspective (Piguet et al. 2011). The IGG’s research on this topic will contribute to the IPCC’s fifth report on the social consequences of climate change.

Finally, the issue of regulation has been addressed by studies of Swiss and international migration, integration and asylum policies as well as of the uneven geography of access to citizenship among Swiss municipalities (Piguet & Wanner 2000) and the discrimination on the labour market (Fibbi et al. 2003). It is also currently being addressed by PhD students regarding the regulation of health workers recruitment policies and the interaction between sport and integration.

5 Urban change

The second core theme at the IGG, portrayed here from a globalization-viewpoint, can be referred to in general as «urban change». The globalization of cities is a multifaceted process. It involves changes, amongst others, in the order of the world economy, in information and communication technologies, in the political weight of cities, in cultural flows and in migratory movements. Some of these processes have been more thoroughly studied than others. The rise of «global cities» concentrating the headquarters of multinational corporations and highly-skilled labour (Sassen 1991) has, for instance, been more documented than
the development of translocal social movements (Smirn 2003) or issues of built form and urban governance.

The way these changes are studied depends on how the relation between the local and the global is conceived. This relation has been generally considered as a one-way street: cities are globalised as external forces are exerted upon them, a tendency which reinforces conception of local urban realities as victims of abstract, ungrounded and usually impersonal global processes (Massey 2005). A less common viewpoint is to explore cities as sources of global phenomena. As a consequence, cities have tended to be considered in themselves and urban change has been studied locally, in situ. Further, the threads relating actions in a city to actions in another potentially quite distant one, have generally been under-researched. This imbalance is problematic, as it leads to a lack of sufficient understanding of social and economic interdependence: of how, for instance, consumption choices in one city affects working conditions in another (Massey 2005).

Research on urban globalization at our institute acknowledges, therefore, that the global and the local cannot be posited as two different and hierarchically distinct spheres but should rather be considered as mutually constitutive entities. The methodological consequence of this is that the language of scales, where the local fits in a bigger entity – «the global» – (and where cities are thus seen as fitting in nations or in an international order) is less useful than the language of networks (i.e.: connexions, nodes, threads) in order to analyse how cities change (Latour 2005; Marston, Paul Jones III & Woodward 2005). This does not mean, however, that the idea of scale should be discarded altogether, since present political and administrative units have historically been organised accordingly.

In our research, we concentrate on one of the ways of studying cities from a «relational» perspective. We focus in particular on the mobility dimension of models of built form and models of urban development. We study how these models are produced, how they circulate and how they are received. In the terms of the analytical framework described above, we study how these models are constitutive of material, political and cultural changes in globalising cities (Part B of the equation).

5.1 Mobility and built form

The mobility of models of urban and architectural form is not a recent phenomenon (Frampton 1992; Hosagrahara 2005). At present, however, an intensification of these processes can be observed, reflecting four phenomena: the development of an enterprising logic in urban politics leading to a more important role of foreign investments (Harvey 1989), an increase in the mobility of persons (business travel, tourism, international migration) (Urry 2000), the rise of urban marketing (Kearns & Philo 1993) and, finally, the internationalisation of architectural offices and journals (Crysler 2003; Knox & Taylor 2005; McNeill 2009). These different phenomena have contributed to the development of an «import-export» activity in planning and architecture between cities and across national borders.

Our research in this field initially concentrated on identifying the general mechanisms through which these processes take place (Guggenheim & Söderström 2010). We then focused on three cities, Palermo, Ouagadougou and Hanoi, chosen because of their diversity in location and because of their similarity in cosmopolitisation processes over the last twenty years: from a period of isolation, due to economic or political circumstances, to a period of reconnection to global flows. A first study looked at the political, material and cultural dimensions of Palermo's cosmopolitisation since the early 1990s (Söderström 2010; Söderström et al. 2009). The subsequent study of Hanoi and Ouagadougou has followed a similar methodology in order to allow for a comparative analysis of three globalising cities focusing on how mobilities and translocal relations shape the transformations of built forms (Söderström 2012a, b; Söderström et al. 2012) (Fig. 3). A second and closely related strand of research in this field looks more particularly at the mobility of different models of urban policy and their impact on specific urban contexts.

5.2 Mobile models and local governance

In recent years, there has been a growing body of literature on urban policy mobilities (Larner & Le Heron 2002; McCann & Ward 2011; Peck & Theodore 2001, 2010; Ward 2010). It builds on a critique of traditional work on policy transfers and draws attention to what happens in the mobility process itself: how the content of policies change en route and how «microspaces of persuasion» (McCann 2011) – meeting rooms, conferences, site visits, etc. – play an important role in the ways policies are channelled and enacted. In order to get a better understanding of how a «global urban governmentality» (Robinson 2011) is produced today, we look at the constitution and mobility of three different models: the sustainable city, traditional neighbourhood development and the US prison model.

The search for sustainable development permeates almost all sectors of contemporary policy making. In the urban realm, urban planning theories and prac-
Practices have been following this trend with traditional-modernist approaches being supplanted by models of city planning geared towards the attainment of greater sustainability (Cròt 2010b; Rydin 2010). Not all successful experiences of sustainable planning, however, get to travel. Only a few schemes have achieved such widespread recognition as to be replicated by several municipalities across the world. Our research bears on the global mobility of one such «frequent flyer» scheme, known as One Planet Living, and on the politics of its adoption by local authorities before and upon touching ground in host cities (Cròt 2012). The evidence drawn from our case studies – set in Abu Dhabi and San Francisco – emphasises the complex dynamics of policy mobilities and reinforces previous findings regarding the importance of the political games and conditions that underpin transferring processes (Cròt 2010c, 2011).

Traditional Neighbourhood Development is part of the movement called New Urbanism. Most research on the «travels» of New Urbanism has concentrated on the implementation of theories and concepts underly-
lights how the US prison model entered into conflict with the embedded practices and representations of the old Colombian prison system (De Daridel 2010a, 2010b, 2012).

Our work on global trends in urban change also takes Swiss cities into account.

5.3 Residential mobility, sprawl and gentrification in Switzerland

Our research in Switzerland focuses on housing. The recent demographic growth of cities and their residential attractiveness have, for example, been analysed in the light of broader socio-demographic trends, such as the second demographic transition (Rérat 2012b, 2012c). Gentrification, which has become a major characteristic of urban change in Switzerland, as well as in many other countries (Rérat et al. 2010b), has been analysed in relation to the growth of the urban seeking middle class. We have more specifically looked at motivational factors underlying choices made by this middle class group (Rérat 2012a) and interpreted residential choices predominantly as means to increase potential of mobility or «spatial capital» (Rérat & Lees 2011).

6 Power, space and mobility in the information age

The third major theme of research developed at the IGG, characterised by a strong connection with current questions and challenges of globalization, relates to the mutual imbrications of «power, space and mobility in the information age».

Mobility systems not only shape and enable global flows of people and objects; they also constitute the very Achilles heel of globalization. Thus, in our globalised world the administration, regulation and control of various types of mobilities at local, national and transnational levels is of fundamental importance. Recent developments in this area have been channelled heavily through novel information technology (IT) solutions and developments, enabling increased possibilities of control, regulation and management-at-a-distance of everyday forms and formats of mobility. At stake are a vast variety of phenomena, places and scales: from control techniques of transnational mobilities (e.g. through GPS and other «location technologies», radio-frequency indentification (RFID) chips in objects and passports, extended and interlinked databases), to novel solutions for the monitoring and managing of increasingly «smart» intra- and inter-urban infrastructures (from smart electricity grids to electronic ticketing systems and car tracking on motorways).

Research in the IGG provides critical accounts of how, why, and to what effects multi-layered, «surveil-

lant assemblages» (Haggerty & Ericson 2000) are coalescing around mobile objects, people (e.g. the shopper, tourist, refugee, suspect passenger, criminal), information and capital (e.g. novel solutions for the monitoring of transnational capital flows). This focus is strongly connected to issues of risk and security. However, and very importantly, it also touches on broader and more fundamental questions regarding the «power geographies of the information age». Three research examples illustrate what we are doing in this area.

Firstly, contemporary issues surrounding the logically mediated control/regulation of mobility can be exemplified with the Institute’s research focusing on the post-9/11 context of the «war on terror». The terrorist attacks in New York (11 September 2001), Madrid (2004) and London (2005) all focused on, and worked through, intra- and inter-urban mobility systems (trains, buses, airplanes). Thus, as security and terrorist risks are widely seen to colonise and operate through the everyday mobility systems of highly urbanised societies, so the post-9/11 «war on terror» is seen to emphasise the imperatives of securing civil infrastructures and mobility systems against lurking threats. Here, the challenges of managing massive scales and densities of circulation within systems of mobility mix uncomfortably with the dilemmas involved in trying to anticipate threats and to manage public perception of risk. Thus, at the interface of two apparently opposed worlds – the necessary mobility of objects, people, information and capital on the one hand, and the control and (if necessary) restriction of these mobilities on the other – new forms of regulation, management and surveillance-at-a-distance are defined by a set of practices and techniques facing the key challenge of balancing and combining the needs and demands of mobility and security (Amoore 2006).

Recent work in the Institute has addressed this issue from an empirically informed viewpoint, focused on the aviation sector (Klauser 2009) and on sport mega-events (Klauser 2010, 2011). Both cases are characterised by a strong global mobility-dimension at their core: airports, due to their function as entrance/departure points and as hubs of global flows of people and objects; sport mega-events, due to their function as hubs of mass movement and circulation towards/ across the host cities/nations. Furthermore, both cases also illustrate the globalization of contemporary risk and security issues (terrorism, hooliganism, organised crime, etc.), and the increasing globalization of security partnerships, legislations and best-practices in this field.

A second, more recent field of investigation in the Institute focuses on the socio-technical mediations
of inter- and intra-urban mobilities, through the topic of «smart», or «smarter» cities. Smarter cities must be understood as a wide and disparate range of efforts which aim at the creation of the «future city» as an interconnected, digitised and «technologically empowered» (IBM 2010) system of connections, processes and flows. Thus, the topic is intrinsically bound-up with mobility-issues: at their very core, efforts towards smarter cities imply a world of perfect ordering and regulation-at-a-distance that relies, fundamentally, on the surveillance and coding of urban circulations into software (Graham 2005). This issue is also currently being addressed by a PhD project recently launched at the IGG, focussing on «intelligent urban mobility», mediated by («smart») iphone applications. Yet such processes of ordering and software sorting are never neutral, whether the collection, classification and analysis of data aim at greater efficiency, speed, convenience or security.

The IGG’s explorative research in this field aims to highlight a number of critical issues – and to assess their potential implications for individuals and social groups – arising from the organizational settings and coalitions of authority underpinning current efforts towards smarter cities. It does so through the empirical investigation of several initiatives devoted to the elaboration of novel best practices and technologies for smarter cities.

A third topic, also related to what we have named «urban policy mobilities» above, seeks to investigate the transnational circulation, sharing and appropriation of public-private surveillance- and security-related knowledge and practices, and looks at the ways in which these fuse and blend in specific geographical locales. This theme also connects with research that challenges conventional notions of how the state exercises authority over space and mobility in an age of neo-liberalism and globalization (thus leading back to the three concepts of «regulation», «mobility» and «space»). To address these issues, airports and sport mega-events are, again, very interesting examples at hand.

7 Conclusions

In all three research fields described above, we interpret globalization as characterised by different and interdependent mobilities. After briefly summarising the fields again, the article turns here to a final discussion on how the combination of the concepts «space», «regulation» and «mobility» can lead to a fuller picture of the whole through the different, yet complimentary perspectives they offer on an analysis of the process of globalization.

The first research theme, «human migration», was portrayed in its concern with the socio-spatial effects of migration (space) on different social, temporal and spatial scales; with the reasons and modalities of migrations (human mobility); and with the implications, problems and challenges of governing and regulating human migrations (socio-political regulation).

The second core research theme, «urban change», emphasised the key role played today by different and interdependent mobilities (and especially the mobility of ideas) on the production of urban spaces. It connected urban development with the continuously expanding global arena of policy exchanges and emphasised that urban change is, as a consequence, the result of a complex entanglement of global and local forms of regulation.

The description of our third core theme, «power, space and mobility in the information age», emphasised the risk and security issues associated with mobility systems (human mobility); the «making» of increasingly standardised «spaces of surveillance» (mobility of ideas and technologies); the power implications of surveillance systems and practices (socio-technical regulation); and the (socio-) spatial logics and implications of the increased socio-technical mediations of social life (space).

In all three cases, we interpret globalization as characterised by different and interdependent mobilities. Common to each core theme is thus the idea that an analysis of mobility must pay particular attention to the materiality of spaces and the power of regulations.

The concept of «space», in particular, offers a semantic field that complements in interesting ways the meanings associated with «mobility». This does not imply that the two concepts are mutually exclusive. Rather, it is argued here that the concepts present two complementary perspectives on the process of globalization. Whilst «mobility» stresses the connections and flows between entities and places, «space» brings to the fore the intrinsic voluminosity and materiality of the places produced by, and in turn producing, globalised mobilities.

In our research on human migration, for example, we are interested not only in the movements of migrants, but also in the spaces themselves, from which these movements originate, through which they lead and at which they arrive. Likewise, our work on urban policy mobilities not only focuses on the actual circulation of policies, but also on the spaces created by the local reception and adaptation of moving objects, people, ideas and forms of expertise. Finally, our work on security issues associated with mobility systems not only
focuses on the monitoring, filtering and management of intra- and/or inter-urban flows of various kinds, but also on the social perceptions, experiences and practices associated with the thereby created spaces of security.

The concept of «regulation», in turn, offers a worthwhile analytical lens to emphasise both the power issues (per definition implied by the concept) and the regulatory challenges associated with the complex imbrications between space and mobility. Our work on human migration, security/surveillance and urban change is concerned in very important ways with policy making (as a socio-political form of regulation) in its opportunities and modalities, but also in its inherent problems and power issues. In our work on urban change, we show on the one hand that regulations travel with models of urban development, and on the other hand, that these regulations both change along the way and (often) collide with existing regulatory frameworks, leading to the shaping of quite specific «globalised localities».

If, as we suggest, globalization can be seen as a process of constitution of society through mobility, we also see it as a field of tensions: between fluidity and turbulence, standardisation and diversity, power and resistance. It is along these lines that research on globalization in our department will be developed in the years to come.
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Abstract: Dynamics of globalization: mobility, space and regulation

Recent research at the Institute of Geography in Neuchâtel emphasises the pivotal status of mobility in the dynamics of globalization. Drawing on work in mobility studies, the article presents a basic analytical framework suitable for studying the «mobile constitution of society». It argues more specifically that the relationship between mobility, space and regulation offers a worthwhile analytical focus for exploring current
issues of globalization from the viewpoint of mobility. The article presents current research at the Institute that explores this interrelation, focusing on three main fields: «human migration», «urban change» and «power, space and mobility in the information age». It argues that globalization can be seen as a process of constitution of society through mobility, and as such a field of tensions; between fluidity and turbulence, standardisation and diversity, power and resistance.
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Zusammenfassung: Dynamik der Globalisierung: Mobilität, Raum und Regulierung
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Résumé: Les dynamiques de la mondialisation: mobilité, espace et régulation
Les recherches actuelles conduites à l’Institut de Géographie de l’Université de Neuchâtel se concentrent sur l’importance cruciale de la mobilité dans les dynamiques de la mondialisation. En s’appuyant sur les études de la mobilité, cet article présente un cadre analytique susceptible d’étudier la «construction mobile de la société». L’article montre que la relation entre la mobilité, l’espace et la régulation fournit un angle d’approche particulièrement approprié à l’exploration des enjeux contemporains de la mondialisation, considérée à travers le prisme de la mobilité. Il décrit les recherches actuelles conduites à l’Institut, qui s’articulent autour de trois thèmes: migrations; changement urbain; et pouvoir, espace et mobilité dans la société de l’information. L’article montre que la mondialisation peut être appréhendée comme un processus de constitution de la société par la mobilité. Ce processus conduit à certaines tensions, notamment entre fluidité et turbulence, standardisation et diversité, et pouvoir et résistance.
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